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CAMPAIGNS
American Family Sings To Hispanics
American Family Insurance is strumming to a reggaet6n
beat in its latest marketing outreach to Hispanic consumers.
Already on the air, the "Nadie Como Tu" campaign marks the
insurer's first-ever music-licensing effort.
The insurer acquired the licensing and broadcast rights to
the song "Nadie COIllO Tu" - made famous by Calle 13 and Cafe
Tacuba - and through its Hispanic agency of record, The San
Jose Group, remixed the lyrics to fit its marketing message.'
"Nadie Como Tu said what we needed to say," says agency
president George San Jose. "It fits the concept and by using
music we can make a greater impact to support the campaign's message."
The spot, which aired November 11 during the Latin
Grammy telecast, showcases a broad spectrum of Latinos - a
family of four riding in a car; soccer fans waving their favorite
team's flag; older drivers and even an airplane mechanic - to
demonstrate the varying insurance needs every consumer has.
The message: "Todos somas diferentes ... yen American Family Insurance tenemos polizas pam cada uno de ustedes."
The decision to go the music route, notes San Jose, was
driven by the campaign's creative brief, which highlights
American Family's range of products and how these can be
customized to the specific needs of a client.
"As a client, the company understands the importance of
connecting with consumers at their core," San Jose insists.
"And, with Hispanics being a large audience for American
Family, this campaign allows the company to do just that."

In addition to the television commercial, American Family's new campaign includes radio, print, out-of-home and digital advertising, which is currently in development.
Although widely used in the non-Hispanic market, music
licensing for marketing campaigns is now gaining traction on
the Latino side. San Jose points out that clients active in the
Latino marketplace are now more receptive to this technique,
despite its premium pricing.
"The budgets supporting Hispanic advertising haven't
been getting top dollar," he adds. "A project like this one is time
consuming and a very expensive proposition."
When the team at Chicago-based San Jose Group brought
the idea of licensing a song to the table, it was well-received by
executives at American Family. The first step, recalls San Jose,
was to identify songs that could fit the campaign's theme.
Although several songs were explored, "Nadie Como Tu"
quickly surfaced as the right choice.
With a master recording of the song in hand, the team at
San Jose Group worked to remix the tune - removing some of
the original words and inserting new comments and phrases to
correspond with the American Family message. The process
was all handled in-house.
Would you do it again? "Yes," insists San Jose.
A regional player with presence in 19 markets, American
Family has been active in the Hispanic market since 2006.
The insurer's Latino-focused efforts had been intermittent
until 2008.
Since then, the company has intensified its Hispanicfocused outreach, prodUCing campaigns targeting younger
Hispanics, particularly the 18-34 demographic. The insurer's
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relationship with the San Jose Group
has expanded and the agency has produced campaigns for both Latino and
non-Hispanic consumers.
It's the relationship that San Jose
Group has built with American Family
that paved the way for this campaign
and the music-licensing project, San
Jose explains. The teams work together
from the nascent stages of the campaign, discussing every last detail from
message to tone to creative.
"We're all on the same page," says
San Jose. "Once we present the concepts, discuss them and the client
agrees to the idea, we have total liberty
on the creative execution. It doesn't get
better than that."
The Spanish-language "Nadie
Como Tu" spot for American Family
Insurance can be viewed here.

MARKETING
Hellmann's Light: A
Hispanic Case Study
Inactive in the Latino marketplace
for two years, Unilever's Hellmann's
brand of mayonnaise in 2009 set out to
develop a campaign that would showcase its Hellmal1J1' s Light variety to Hispanic consumers.
Challenging myths about Latinos'
aversion to all things light, Hellmann's
zeroed in on Latinas 18-34 as their target consumer. The initiative required a
full-scale overhaul of Hellmann's
branding and messaging, and a deeper
understanding of Hispanics' food preferences and consumption patterns.
"We wanted to incorporate Hispanics into the full campaign and refine our
outreach to them," says Ryu Yokoi,
brand manager at Unilever who at the
time worked on the Hellmann's busi-

ness. "Growing penetration among Hispanic consumers was at the core of
what we wanted to do."
The goal was to leverage the
authenticity of the Hellmann's brand to
drive awareness of the new product
and increase Latinos purchases of HellmaIm's Light Mayonnaise.
"It forced us to look more deeply at
the Hispanic market," Yokoi says.
The brand worked with total-market shop Oglivy & Mather, not a His-

panic agency, on the development and
execution of the campaign, which
sought to deliver pervasive communication that could be used across totalmarket and Latino marketing efforts.
"We wanted to speak to consumers in a single voice," says Yokoi.
"Hispanic became part of our key
business strategy."
For Hellmann's the U.s. Hispanic
market is a key driver of sales. Yokoi
points out that Latino consumers
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